School Uniform and Personal Presentation Policy

The wearing of full school uniform is expected as an integral part of the school ethos which promotes positive
attitudes, high standards and a sense of personal pride. In our view, for a school uniform to be successful it must be:SPECIFIED UNIFORM - not open to various interpretations
DISTINCTIVE and SMART
COMFORTABLE and FLEXIBLE
Students are expected to wear the correct school uniform as listed below and comply with the presentation rules
specified:
Navy V-neck Jumper: woven embroidered logo
Short light blue polo shirt: woven embroidered logo
Black school trousers. May be any style suitable for school. Crease resistant recommended. The trousers must have a
hem and not be frayed or have a wide or narrow bottom. Trousers should not be denim, cord, lycra material or
hipster style. The bottom of trousers should sit on the shoe and not cling to the leg.
NB: Trackies or other trousers may NOT be worn underneath school trousers.
Black suit socks (NOT patterned / coloured)
Shoes: smart, black leather. May be lace-up or slip-on. Not ankle boots. Black trainers are NOT allowed.
Navy zip-up fleece: woven embroidered logo (optional over-top)
Black, Navy or other dark coloured overcoat. Sweatshirts or hoodies of any description do not qualify as coats and
are not acceptable.
Belts: only plain, thin/simple black belts are acceptable. No metal / fancy buckles.
Jewellery: One wrist watch is allowed. One discrete, simple gold band (ring) is allowed. Students with pierced ears
will be allowed to wear up to one plain gold/silver or one small, Diamanté /crystal stud, or in each ear. Nose studs,
other jewellery, piercings and badges are not allowed. Items that are not acceptable will be confiscated until the end
of the half term.
Hair: Extreme hairstyles are not permitted - no hair shorter than number 2, no shapes or tramlines cut into hair, no
unnatural colours. Hair may be worn in small plaits where little scalp is visible provided the whole head of hair is
plaited. Long hair must be tied back and should certainly not be long enough to hang over the eyes. Hairbands that
are less that1cm in width may be worn: they must be black or navy blue. The Headteacher will make the final
decision on what constitutes an extreme hairstyle. Make-up: students are not allowed to wear make-up including
nail varnish and false nails.
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PE Compulsory Kit:





Black polo shirt: woven embroidered logo
Navy blue school-branded track suit.
Black football style PLAIN shorts
Black football style knee socks



Trainers: any style or colour.
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